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Yes, I think Aristotle was against democracy the way he defined it. Both Plato and Aristotle discussed "democracy" in terms of the six categories framework. The six categories consist of three pairs and the first two are Royalty becomes Tyranny when perverted. The next two are Aristocracy becomes Oligarchy when perverted. The final two are Constitutional Government becomes Democracy when perverted. Ferdinand Edralin Marcos (1982). "The New Philippine Republic: A Third World Approach to Democracy". 128 Copy quote. History should not be left to the historians. Rather, be like Churchill. Make history, and then write it. Â Extemporaneous speech at the Sixth Centennial Celebration of Islam in the Philippines, June 10, 1980. 76 Copy quote. Some people say the president is incapable of enforcing the law. The New Philippine Republic: A Third World Approach to Democracy (1982) An Ideology for Filipinos (1983) Toward a New Partnership: The Filipino Ideology (1983) See more. CONTACT DETAILS. â€” Awards received by Ferdinand E. Marcos from the United States Government during World War II: During the second State Visit to the United States of President Marcos, he met with Secretary of Defense Cuspar W. Weinberger at the Pentagon on September 18, 1982. At that meeting Secretary Weinberger presented President Marcos with a glass case containing the Distinguished Service Cross, the Silver Star, and the Purple Heart, all awards the Philippine leader received from the United States Government during World War II.